Introduction
Data mining techniques and algorithms encompass a variety of datasets like medical, geographical, web logs, agricultural data and many more. For each category of data or information, one has to apply the best suited algorithm to obtain the optimal results with highest accuracy. This is still a problem for many data mining tools as no unified theory has been adopted. The scientific community is very much conscious about this problematical issue and faced multiple challenges in establishing consensus over a unified data mining theory. The researchers have attempted to model the best fit algorithm for specific domain areas, for instance, formal analysis into the fascinating question of how overfitting can happen and estimating how well an algorithm will perform on future data that is solely based on its training set error (Moore Andrew W., 2001 , Grossman. Robert, Kasif. Simon, et al, 1998 , Yang. Qlang, et al, 2006 & Wu. Xindong, et al 2008 .
Another problem in trying to lay down some kind of formalism behind a unified theory is that the current data mining algorithms and techniques are designed to solve individual consecutive tasks, such as classification or clustering. Most of the existing data mining tools are efficient only to specific problems, thus the tool is limited to a particular set of data for a specific application. These tools depend again on the correct choice of algorithms to apply and how to analyze the output, because most of them are generic and there is no context specific logic that is attached to the application. A theoretical framework that unifies different data mining tasks including clustering, classification, interpretation and association rules will allow developer and researchers in their quest for the most efficient and effective tool commonly called a unified data mining engine (UDME), (Singh. Shivanshu K., Eranti. Vijay Kumer. & Fayad. M.E., 2010 , Das. Somenath 2007 .
A Multi Agent System (MAS) approach has proven to be useful in designing of a system where the domains require the MAS, even in those systems which are not distributed. The multiagent system speeds up the performance and operation of the system by providing a method for parallel computation i.e. a domain that is easily broken into components, several independent tasks that can be handled by separate agents, could benefit from the MAS. Furthermore, a MAS approach provides the scalability, since they are inherently modular; it is easy to add new agents in a multiagent system and robustness is another benefit of multiagent system (Peter Stone & Manuela Veloso, 1997 .
A first tentative to integrate different data mining algorithms using a MAS was implemented in the application of a Unified Medical Data Miner (UMDM) for prediction, classification, interpretation and visualization on medical datasets: the diabetes dataset case and the integration of K-means clustering and decision tree data mining algorithms. The study is conducted on the development and validation of a MAS coupling the K-means and C4.5 algorithms. This approach had been successful with different datasets namely Iris, a flower dataset, BreastCancer and Diabetes medical datasets (US Census Bureau., 2009). The results produced were highly satisfactory, encouraging and acceptable. The interpretation and visualization of individual clusters of a dataset and the whole partitioned clustered dataset had also been dealt with (Mohamudally. Nawaz, ).
However, the choice of the algorithms was empirical and intuitive. Some researchers have evaluated the VC (Vapnik-Chervonenkis)-dimension of different algorithms in order to map the appropriate algorithm with a particular dataset. There have been also similar research conducted using the CV (Cross-validation), AIC (Akaike Information Criterion), BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion), (SRMVC) Structural Risk Minimize with VC dimension models. The main aim of this book chapter is to investigate into the roadmap towards using the intelligent agents in an autonomous manner to select the right model fitted for any domain or problem and subsequently conduct each task of the data mining process within the MAS architecture.
The rest of the book chapter is organized as follows; section 2 is about the problematical issues in data mining and section 3 is about Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT). In section 4 the Mathematical Formulation of Unified Data Mining Theory is discussed, section 5 deals with the Unified Data Mining Tool (UDMTool) and finally the conclusion is drawn in section 6.
Problematical issues in data mining
Data mining has achieved tremendous success and many problems have been solved by using data mining techniques. But still there are some challenges in the field of data mining research which should be addressed. These problems are: Unified Data mining Processes, Scalability, Mining Unbalanced, Complex and Multiagent Data, Data mining in Distributed and Network setting and Issues of Security, Privacy and Data Integrity in data mining (Yang. Qlang, et al, 2006) . The focus of this book chapter is on unified data mining processes such as clustering, classification, visualization followed by interpretation and proposes a unified data mining theory.
Unified data mining processes
There are many data mining algorithms and techniques which are designed for individual problems, such as classification or clustering. A theoretical framework is required that unifies different data mining tasks including clustering, classification, interpretation and association rules which would help the field of data mining and provide a basis for future research (Yang. Qlang, et al, 2006 & Wu. Xindong, et al 2006 .
The following two figures 1 and 2 explain the process of uniformality. Data mining is an iterative process and different stages or steps or processes are required to complete the data mining process. The figure 1 is the conventional life cycle of data mining. The first step is data gathering, then data cleansing and then preparing a dataset, the next stage is pattern extraction & discovery [The pattern extraction and discovery from large dataset is a two steps process. In the first step, the clusters of the dataset are created and the second step is to construct the 'decision rules' (if-then statements) with valid pattern pairs]. The choice of the algorithm depends on the intended use of extracted knowledge. The other stages are visualization and evaluation of results. The user has to select a data mining algorithm on each step in this life cycle, i.e. one algorithm for clustering, one for classification, one for interpretation and one for visualization. Every process is individually carried out in this life cycle. The figure 2 is the proposed unified data mining life cycle. The first three processes of unified data mining processes are the same as the cycle of data mining processes, i.e. data gathering, data cleansing followed by the preparing a dataset. The next process unifies the clustering, classification and visualization processes of data mining, called unified data mining processes (UDMP) followed by the output which is 'knowledge'. The user evaluates and interprets the 'knowledge' according to his business rules. The dataset is the only required input; the 'knowledge' is produced as final output from the proposed cycle of unified data mining processes. There is no need to select any data mining algorithm at any stage in the unified cycle of data mining processes. Multiagent systems (MASs) approach is used to unify clustering, classification and visualization processes of data mining.
Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT)
The theories either explain little or much. Generally, science prefers those that explain much. The best theory would surely be the one that explains everything in all scientific disciplines. However, such a theory has proven hard to find. Instead the separate disciplines have been working towards unifying the sub-theories present in their respective subjects. In physics, for instance, there is an agreed upon taxonomy of the explanatory capacity of theories that illustrate strive of the unification. Physicists believe that there are four forces, or interactions, that affect matter in the universe: the strong force, the electromagnetic force, the weak force, and the gravitational force. A theory which has the set of requirements, comprehensiveness, preciseness, consistency and correctness is called a unified theory (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007) .
In 1687, Sir Isaac Newton proposed a unified theory of mechanics in order to explain and predict all earthly and heavenly motion (Newton, I., 1687). John Dalton 1803 revived a unified theory of matter, the atomic theory, explaining the nature of all physical substance (Dalton, J., 1808) . In 1839, Matthias Schleiden and Theodor Schwann developed the theory of the cell, explaining the fundamental structure of living organisms (Schwann, T., 1839) . In 1859, Charles Darwin proposed a unified theory of evolution by natural selection, in order to explain all variability of the living (Darwin, C., 1859). In 1869, Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev presented the periodic system, a unified theory explaining properties of all the chemical elements (Mendeleev, D., 1869) . In mid 1800, James Clerk Maxwell, in his unified theory of electromagnetism, explained the interrelation of electric and magnetic fields. In 1884, Hertz, demonstrated that radio waves and light were both electromagnetic waves, as predicted by Maxwell's theory. In early 20th century, Albert Einstein, in general theory of relativity which deals with gravitation, became the second unified theory (Brog, Xavier., 2011) .
The term unified field theory was first coined by Einstein, while attempting to prove that electromagnetism and gravity were different manifestations of a single fundamental field and failed in this ultimate goal. When quantum theory entered the picture, the puzzle became more complex. Einstein spent much of his later life trying to develop a Unified Theory (UT) that would combine gravitation and electromagnetism. The theory resulting from the combination of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces has been called the Grand Unified Theory (GUT). At the end of the rainbow lies the dream of unifying all four forces. The resulting theory is often referred to as the Theory of Everything (TOE). As recently as 1990, Allen Newell proposed a unified theory of cognition in order to explain and predict all human problem-solving (Newell, A., 1990) . The history of science is written in terms of its unified theories, because arguably, unified theories are the most powerful conceptual vehicles of scientific thought. Each force has a theory that explains how it works (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
There is no accepted unified field theory, and thus remains an open line of research. The term was coined by Einstein, who attempted to unify the general theory of relativity with electromagnetism, hoping to recover an approximation for quantum theory. A "theory of everything" is closely related to unified field theory, but differs by not requiring the basis of nature to be fields, and also attempts to explain all physical constants of nature (Brog, Xavier., 2011 , Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007 , Mielikäinen, Taneli., 2004 , Sarabjot S. Anand, David A. Bell, John G. Hughes, 1996 .
Prerequisites for a unified theory
A good unified theory is beneficial for the discipline of data mining. In order to know whether the theory is good or not, the requirements for a unified theory need to be outlined. The important attributes of a unified theory are divided into four main categories (King, G., R. Keohane, and S. Verba, 1994, Popper K., 1980) . i. Comprehensiveness -that the theory covers all relevant phenomena ii. Preciseness -that the theory generates applicable explanations and predictions iii. Consistency -that the theory does not contradict itself iv. Correctness -that the theory represents the real world (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Comprehensiveness
The comprehensiveness of a theory measures the scope of the theory; how much the theory can explain. All theories have delimitations, bounds outside of which they to not aspire to be applicable. Comprehensiveness is an important, not to say defining, characteristic of a unified theory. A unified theory of data mining should thus be able to express, explain and predict those issues which the users are facing nowadays (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Preciseness
The preciseness of a theory measures to what extent the theory is able to produce specific explanations and predictions. Theories with this capability are more useful than those that lack it, partly because precise results are generally more useful, but also because it is more or less impossible to tell whether imprecise theories are true of false. The philosopher of science Karl Popper called this property of a theory for falsifiability (Kuhn, T., 1962) . A theory that is not falsifiable lacks all explanatory and predictive capacity. Ambiguous terminology ensures imprecision (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007) .
Consistency
A consistent theory does not contradict itself. This is a fairly obvious requirement on a theory; an inconsistent proposition is of no explanatory or predictive value. Consistency is, however, difficult to achieve. It is oftentimes difficult to once and for all verify that a theory is free of inconsistencies. However, three properties of theories greatly facilitate the identification of any self-contradictions. Firstly, small, simple, parsimonious theories are easier to grasp than large ones. It is easier to relate a small set of propositions to each other than a large set. Secondly, formalized, or structured, theories are easier to manage than poorly structured ones. Mathematically formulated theories are therefore easier to check for consistency than theories presented in natural language prose. Finally, imprecise theories may be interpreted differently. Some of these interpretations may be consistent while others are not. Precision thus also facilitates consistency checking (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Correctness
The arguably most important of all qualities of a theory is that it is correct, i.e. that it generates true predictions and explanations of the part of the world that it represents. It is the goal of all science to propose theories and then to test them. This is oftentimes a lengthy process, where many different aspects of a theory are tested against observations of the real world. A problem with the property of correctness is that, according to Popper, the correctness of a theory can never be demonstrated beyond doubt (unless it is a tautology), but the theory is corroborated by passing various empirical tests. Popper argues that once evidence has been discovered that falsifies a theory, it should be abandoned. Compared to established sciences such as physics, medicine and macro economics, little research effort is currently directed towards theory corroboration in data mining (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007). According to Kuhn, this is not surprising given the scientific maturity of the discipline (Kuhn, T., 1962).
The advantages of a unified theory
A unified theory provides not only greater explanatory and predictive power, but also unifies the people involved in the discipline. Research and practice with a unified theory can become more coordinated and focused than with a set of disparate micro-theories. A unified theory provides a common vocabulary for expressing and communicating about the world, it defines common problems within that world, and it delimits the acceptable methods of reaching scientific conclusions regarding those problems. The important advantages and benefits of unified theory are, it provides better explanatory and predictive capacity, and it provides a common world view for the researchers and practitioners in the field (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007) . The following are the advantages of a unified theory:
Explanatory and predictive capacity
This is a question of organization of work, which also reappears as an underlying explanatory theory. Summarizing, a unified theory is liable to have greater explanatory and predictive power than a set of micro-theories (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Common terminologies
A unified theory of data mining implies a common terminology, by providing the facility to the users to understand each other. There are astounding numbers of definitions of many important concepts of data mining. Some of the concepts are unclear; there is no generally agreed upon definition of the term data mining (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Common problems
Without a unified theory of data mining the researchers will have difficulties seeing the big picture, i.e. the two disciplines at a time may have very much in common and the results of one discipline may be very fruitful for the other. Theories not only answer research questions, but they also pose new ones. They define what good research questions are. With a unified theory, researchers and practitioners in the field will see the same big picture and if the picture is the same, then the relevant problems with it are more likely to be the same (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
Common conclusions
Without a unified theory, there is no common base from which an argument may be made for or against some proposition about the state of the world. It is equally acceptable to present an argument based on sociological research on group dynamics as one based on findings within solid state physics as one based on results in fractal geometry. This is problematic, because these scientific disciplines are not consistent with each other and may very well lead to opposing conclusions, and there is really no systematic way of drawing an aggregated conclusion (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
In a good unified theory, arguments will have the same foundation. It may seem strange that truths from one discipline cannot be invoked at will in another discipline, but this is the case in all mature sciences; it is a kind of separation of concerns. In Kuhn's unified normal scientific disciplines, such as electromagnetism, there are no inter-theoretical discussions (Kuhn, T., 1962) . This is of course very satisfying, because it provides a strong base for reaching the same conclusions and few discussions need to end up in stalemates (at least in principle). In pre-scientific disciplines, the debaters are at least aware of when they move from the intra-theoretical arena to the inter-theoretical one, thus maintaining a separation of concerns (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007) .
In data mining and other fragmented disciplines, the lack of unified theories makes such a separation impossible and there are no real rules for distinguishing between sound arguments and unsound ones. It is consequently quite acceptable to pick any one of the thousands of micro-theories available to support an argument and simply disregard the thousands remaining. We can thus explain and predict everything and nothing (Johnson, P., Ekstedt, M., 2007).
The advantage of a unified theory over many fragmented theories is that a unified theory often offers a more elegant explanation of data, and may point towards future areas of study as well as predict the laws of nature (Brog, Xavier., 2011, Unified Theory 
Mathematical formulation of a Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT)
In this section we formulate a unified data mining theory using the mathematical functions. We start with the definition of an algorithm. An algorithm is a description of a mechanical set of steps for performing a task. The algorithms are considered a powerful tool in the field of computer science. When thinking about inputs and outputs, we can treat algorithms as functions; input a number into the algorithm, follow the prescribed steps, and get an output. A function is a relationship between an input variable and an output variable in which there is exactly one output for each input. To be a function, there are two requirements:
1. An algorithm to be consistent i.e. every time give the input, get the output. 2. Each input produces one possible output.
It is not necessary that all functions have to work on numbers and not all functions need to follow a computational algorithm (Dries. Lou van den. 2007, Lovász. L. , Pelikán. J., Vesztergombi. K. 2003 and MathWorksheetsGo, 2011) . The data mining algorithms used in unified data mining processes satisfy the conditions of a function; therefore these algorithms are applied as functions.
Let S  {Set of n attributes} A  {Set of n clusters of n attributes} B  {Set of n rules of n clusters of n attributes} C  {Set of n 2D graphs of n rules of n clusters of n attributes} We can describe this in a more specific way that:
where 1 2 , ,..., n s s s are the partitions of datasets containing at least any of the two attributes and only one 'class' attribute of the original dataset. 
v is the set of 2D graphs of ' 2 R ', …, and
Suppose that f is not a function then s1 can go to cluster 1 and cluster 2. This is impossible because clustering requires that s1 goes to set of cluster 1. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, f is a function.
g is a function
We define rule, depending on the clusters. Cluster 1 has Rule 1, Cluster 2 has Rule 2. We cannot define two rules to a cluster otherwise we would not be able to classify the attributes.
h is a function
The 2D graph will depend on the rule. A rule cannot produce two different 2D graphs.
The domain and co-domain of the functions are given by
The function f is a mapping from the set of dataset to the set of clusters, the function g is a mapping from set of clusters to the set of rules and the function h is a mapping from set of rules to set of 2D graphs. From the 2D graphs we can interpret and evaluate the results to get the knowledge, which is accepted or rejected by the user.
g f  is a mapping from the set of data to the set of rules and ( ) h g f   is a mapping from the set of data to the set of 2D graphs. The knowledge is derived from the interpretation and evaluation of the 2D graphs which are obtained through the composition of the functions discussed above.
We first pass the partitions of the dataset through the composition of clustering, classification and visualization and then the results obtained are interpreted and evaluated to extract the knowledge. Therefore, we attempt to unify the processes of data mining life cycle.
The order of the functions must be the same as given in equation (1). That is, first apply the clustering algorithms, then classification algorithms, then visualization algorithms and finally the interpretation of the results of visualization. The selection of the appropriate and right result(s) will give the knowledge. This is the proof of the mathematical formulation of the unified process of data mining life cycle.
Illustration:
Let S be a dataset with two vertical partitions 1 s and 2 s , the set A is a set of clusters of each partition, the set B is the set of rules of each clusters and the set C is the set of 2D graphs of each rules. The mathematical notation of these sets is given below. K-means clustering algorithm takes three inputs, 'k' number of clusters,, 'n', number of iteration and 'sp' dataset and will produce k clusters of the given dataset. The function f is illustrated in equation (2).
where k and n are positive nonzero integers.
Suppose we want to create two clusters of the datasets 1 s and 2 s and number of iteration is set to 10 i.e. k = 2 and n = 10 then the function Figure 5 shows the mapping between the set S and the set A using K-means clustering algorithm as a function f. The values of other required parameters of this algorithm are number of clusters k = 2, number of iterations n = 10 and dataset 2 s . This is m:1 (3:1) mapping because all the members of the set S are mapped with the single member of the set A.
The figures 4 and 5 show that function f is m:1 function. Hence f is a function because it satisfies the conditions of the function; therefore the K-means clustering algorithm is a function. If we optimize the values of 'k' and 'n' then the K-means clustering algorithm will be 1:1 otherwise it is m:1. The process of creating clusters of the given dataset does not split the dataset into small datasets, the dataset remains the same and only datapoints are shifted within the dataset. For our own convenience we are illustrating different clusters of the dataset. This process does not create new datasets from the given dataset. ( 4.5):
The C4.5 algorithm takes the clusters of the dataset as input and produces the rule as output. The function g is illustrated in equation (3). Figure 6 . The mapping of function g 1 s Figure 6 shows the mapping between set A and set B using C4.5 (decision tree) algorithm as a function g. The algorithm takes the set of clusters 1 1 2 ( , ) C c c of dataset 1 s and produces the set of rules 1 1 2 ( , ) R r r . This is 1:1 mapping because the members of the set A are mapped with the corresponding members of the set B. Figure 7 shows the mapping between the set A and the set B using C4.5 (Decision Tree) algorithm as a function g. The algorithm takes the set of clusters 2 1 2 ( , ) C c c of dataset 2 s and produces the set of rules 2 1 2 ( , ) R r r . This is 1:1 mapping because the members of the set A are mapped with the corresponding members of the set B.
The figures 6 and 7 show that function g is 1:1 function. Hence g is a function because it satisfies the conditions of the function; therefore C4.5 algorithm is a function. For our own convenience we are putting if-then-else in the rules created by the algorithm C4.5. The process of creating rules does not place if-then-else in any of the rules.
( ) : h DataVisualization B C 
The algorithm Data Visualization takes the rules as input and produces 2D graphs as output. The function h is illustrated in equation (4).
Towards the Formulation of a Unified Data Mining Theory, Implemented by Means of Multiagent Systems (MASs) 17 Figure 9 shows the mapping between the set B and the set C using Data Visualization algorithm as a function h. The algorithm takes the set of rules 2 1 2 ( , ) R r r of set of cluster 2 1 2 ( , ) C c c of dataset 2 s and produces the set of 2D graphs 2 1 2 ( , ) V v v . This is 1:1 mapping because the members of the set B are mapped with the corresponding members of the set C.
The figures 8 and 9 show that function h is 1:1 function. Hence h is a function because it satisfies the conditions of the function, therefore Data Visualization (2D graphs) is a function. The purpose of 2D graph is to identify the type of relationship if any between the attributes. The graph is used when a variable exists which is being tested and in this case the attribute or variable 'class' is a test attribute. We further demonstrate the proposed unified data mining theory through the following two cases:
Case 1: BreastCancer, a medical dataset of four attributes is chosen as example to explain the theory discussed above. We create two vertical partitions, these partitions are the actual inputs of clustering algorithm and we want to create two clusters of each partition. Similarly, we will produce rules and 2D graphs of each partition and finally we will take one as output called knowledge after evaluating and interpreting all the obtained results. The whole process is discussed below: 
( ) C c
The set of rules of set of clusters are described below: Table 7 summarizes the steps involved in the theory of unified data mining processes through the composition of functions for case 1 discussed above. In this way the knowledge can be extracted from the given dataset S through the unified process of the composition of clustering, classification and visualization followed by interpretation and evaluation of the results which depend on the user's selection according to his business requirements.
Case 2: Diabetes, a medical dataset of nine attributes is selected. We create four vertical partitions, these partitions are actual inputs of clustering algorithm and three clusters for each partition are created. Similarly, we will produce rules and 2D graphs of each partition and finally we will select one partition as output called knowledge after evaluation and interpreting all the results. The whole process is discussed below: 
S s s s s A C c c c C c c c C c c c C c c c B R r r r R r r r R r r r R r r r
The set of rules of set of clusters are described below: Table 24 summarizes the steps to unify the data mining process through the composition of functions for case 2 discussed above. Thus the knowledge can be extracted from the given dataset S through the unified process of the composition of clustering, classification and visualization followed by interpretation and evaluation of the results which depend on the user's selection according to his business requirements. It also shows that the proposed unified data mining theory is comprehensiveness, precise, consistent and correct which are the prerequisites for a unified theory.
Unified Data Mining Tool (UDMTool)
The Unified Data Mining Tool (UDMTool) is a new and better next generation solution which is a unified way of architecting and building software solutions by integrating different data mining algorithms. The figure 26 depicts the architecture of UDMTool.
The figure 26 is an architecture of UDTMTool based on proposed UDMT. The dataset is inputed, there are many types of datasets like, numeric, categorical, multimedia, text and many more, the selection crterion will take the whole dataset, analayises the data and produces 'under-fitted' or 'over-fitted' values of the dataset, on the bases of these values the appropriate data mining algorithms are selected and the data is passed to the unified data mining processes for 'knowledge' as output. The UDMTool has four parts: A well-prepared dataset is a starting input of this framework. First, intelligent agent compute the value model of selection AIC, which is used to select appropriate data mining algorithm and the second intelligent agent creates the vertical partitions, which are the inputs of UDMP. Finally, the knowledge is extracted, which is either accepted or rejected. The framework of UDMTool, a proposed model is shown in figure 29 below. The design is based on Gaia methodology, which is used to build models in the analysis and design phase (Wooldridge, M, Jennings, N. R., Kinny, D., 2000) . The relationship between dataset and selection criterion is 1:1 i.e. one dataset and one value for model selection and between dataset and vertical partitions is 1:m i.e. more then one partitions are created for one dataset. The relationship between selection criterion and UDMP is 1:1 i.e. one value of selection model will give one data mining algorithm and finally the relationship between vertical partitions and UDMP is m:m i.e. many partitioned datasets are inputs for UDMP and only one result is produced as knowledge.
The function of the UDMTool is demonstrated in figure 29 .
The dataset is a starting input of UDMTool, first intelligent agent compute the value of AIC, which is used to pick the right algorithm from unified data mining process, a MAS, for the given dataset. The second algorithm generates the required and appropriate vertical partitions of the given dataset, which are the inputs of MAS. The knowledge is produced in the forms of 2D graph(s) as the final output, which is verified by the user according to his business rules. The graph in figure 30 shows that there is no relationship between the attributes 'sepal_width' and 'sepal_length' from the beginning to the end. Both attributes have the distinct values which show the value of attribute 'class' is 'Irissetosa'. Therefore, the result derived from this 2D graph is if these two attributes have no relationship then the class is 'Irissetosa'. The value of the attributes 'petal_length' and 'petal_width' is almost constant at the beginning and then at the end there is some relationship between the attributes in this graph of figure 31. The graph can be divided into two main regions; the value of the attributes 'petal_length' and 'petal_width' is constant i.e. there is no relationship between the attributes and the attribute 'class' also have the distinct values. In the second region there exists a relationship between the attributes which gives almost the unique value of the attribute 'class' 'Irisvirginica'. The outcome of this graph is that if the value of the attributes is variable then the 'class' is also variable otherwise the value of 'class' is constant which is 'Irisvirginicia'.
The structure of the graph in figure 32 is complex. In the beginning of the graph there is no relationship between the attributes 'petal_length' and 'petal_width', then there exists a relationship between these attributes, again the attributes have distinct values and at the end there is relationship between the attributes. The outcome of this graph is that if there is no relationship between the attributes, the value of attribute 'class' is 'Irisvirginicia' and if there exists a relationship between the attributes then the value of attribute 'class' is 'Irisversicolor'. The following figures (2D graphs) are the results and the extracted knowledge from 'Sales', an account dataset using UDMTool: The graph in figure 33 shows a relationship between 'monthly sales' and the 'moving average sales' of the dataset 'Sales'. The graph shows that in the first two months the 'monthly sales' is below is the 'average sales' and then in the next couple of months the 'monthly sales' is almost equal to the 'average sales'. The value of 'monthly sales' is higher then the 'average sales' during 8, 9, 10, 20, 21 and 22 months, the rest of the period shows that either the sales is low or equal to the 'average sales'. The outcome of this graph is that in these twenty four 'months sales' of the company, twelve months the sales is below the expected 'average sales' and in six months the sales is higher then the expected 'average sales' and in the remain six months the sales is equal to the expected 'average sales'.
The graph in figure 34 shows a relationship between 'average sales' and the 'forecast sales' of the dataset 'Sales'. The graph shows that in the beginning the 'average sales' and the 'forecast sales' are equal, in the middle of the graph the 'average sales' is either higher or equal then the 'forecast sales' values. The graph also shows that the gap between two values is quite significant during 20, 21 and 22 months i.e. the value of 'average sales' is much higher then the 'forecast sales' but at the end of the graph both values are again equal. The outcome of this graph is that during this period 'average sales' is higher then the 'forecast sales' values. The graph in figure 35 shows a relationship between 'calculated seasonal index' and 'average index' of the dataset 'Sales'. The graph shows that at the beginning the 'calculated seasonal index' is either below or above the 'average index' and the trend remains the same up to the middle of the graph, after this both values are same up to the end of the graph. The 'knowledge' extracted from this graph is that the forecast values of sales are equal to the average sales which shows the trend of profit. 
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Conclusion
The book chapter presents a unified data mining theory and then the mathematical formulation of the unified data mining theory (UDMT). The data mining processes; clustering, classification and visualization are unified by means of mathematical functions. The chosen data mining algorithms are proved to be as functions i.e. the algorithms are used as functions. The first function takes the set of data as input, applies K-means clustering data mining algorithm and produces the set of clusters as output. The second function takes the set of clusters as input, applies the C4.5 (Decision Tree) data mining algorithm and produces the set of rules as output and finally the third function takes the set of rules as input, applies data visualization data mining algorithm and produces the set of 2D graphs as output. The functions are the mappings from the set of data to the set of clusters to the set of rules to the set of 2D graphs. From the set of 2D graphs one can interpret and evaluate the results to discover the knowledge i.e. the knowledge is extracted from the given dataset through the unified process of the composition of clustering, classification and visualization followed by interpretation and evaluation of the results. Thus, we attempt to unify the processes of data mining life cycle. In summary we can say, first pass the set of data through the composition of clustering, classification and visualization and then the obtained results are interpreted and evaluated to extract the knowledge. The proposed unified data mining theory covers all the pertinent essentials of the unified theory i.e. generates truly applicable explanations and predictions of the real world problems and does not contradict itself, therefore, we can say that it is comprehensiveness, precise, consistent and correct. The UDMT is tested on variety of datasets and the knowledge is discovered through the unified processes of data mining. On the basis of UDMT, a tool namely; UDMTool, multiagent systems, is developed, which takes dataset as input and 
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